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Introduction

When viewed in terms of their time horizons, many investment strategies studied in 
the academic literature can be assorted into three types:

1) Long holding period (1 to 5 years) strategies

Value strategy where stocks with low price/earnings, price/book, price/cash 
flow ratios tend to earn higher returns than the market (Graham & Dodd 1934,
Dreman 1997, Fama & French 1992, Lakonishok, Shleifer & Vishny 1994).

Reversion strategy where extreme long-term past losers tend to outperform 
the market over the subsequent several years (De Bondt & Thaler 1985 and 
1987).

In addition to the United States, value strategies are found to be effective also in France, 
Germany, Switzerland, U.K. and Japan (Capaul, Rowley, & Sharpe 1993)
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2) Intermediate holding period (3 months to 1 year) strategies

Price, sales and earnings momentum strategy where stocks having positive 
past changes in price, sales or earnings tend to have higher returns than the 
market.

Calendar strategy where stocks purchased in last quarter of the year and 
sold in first quarter of following year tend to have superior performance; also 
where small cap stocks purchased in December and sold in January tend to 
have superior performance.

Relative strength strategy where stocks with good relative strength and 
positive earnings surprises tend to have superior performance.

Analyst neglect strategy where stocks with low analyst coverage tend to have  
superior performance; also where earnings momentum strategies are 
enhanced for stocks with low analyst coverage (Hong, Lim & Stein 1999).

Institutional Investor neglect strategy where stocks not widely followed by 
institutional investors tend to have superior performance.
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3) Short holding period (days to weeks) strategies

Post-earnings announcement drift strategy where a substantial portion of the 
longer-term gain or loss arising from an earnings surprise occurs within days of 
the announcement.

Technical strategies where short-term return reversals are predicted from 
mathematical analyses of prices.

While value strategies have existed at least since after the 1929 stock market crash, 
the technique of tracking changes in analysts’ forecasts became popular only in the 
last two decades.

We focus only on price and earnings momentum strategies in this monograph.



Background to Value Strategies

We provide a short digression on value strategies to place the price and earnings 
momentum strategies in perspective.

Later we suggest a trading model that combines the edges in both value and price 
and earnings momentum strategies.

Figure 1:  Returns of the low P/E strategy 
for the 27 years between 1/1/1970 and 
12/31/1996, based on the largest 1500 
companies on the Compustat tapes.  The 
stocks are sorted quarterly into five groups 
with the same number of stocks according 
to their P/E rankings.  Each of the four 
portfolios, corresponding to the four 
quarters of the year, are regrouped the 
following quarter.  The return shown is the 
average over the returns of the four 
portfolios (Dreman 1998).



Background to Value Strategies
Value strategies of the sort 
championed by David Dreman (low 
P/E, price/book, price/cash flow, 
etc) has outperformed the market by 
3 to 4 percent over a long time 
horizon.

A study by Lakonishok, Shleifer and 
Vishny, Journal of Finance, XLIX, 5, 
1994, (left panel) shows that 
“glamour” or “growth” stocks (i.e. 
low E/P, book/price, cash flow/price 
stocks) underperform value stocks 
for up to 5 years after portfolio 
formation.

This performance differential 
remains after adjusting for size (i.e. 
subtracting the return of a reference 
portfolio of stocks having the same 
market capitalization as those in 
each decile portfolio), indicating that 
this is not a “small-cap” effect.



Background to Value Strategies

However, value strategies have done poorly during the asset bubble of 1998 to 
2000.

Note: The Vanguard Windsor II Fund is one of the largest value-oriented mutual funds in the U.S.



Inefficient Earnings Forecasts

The inefficiency of analysts’ earnings forecasts is widely viewed as the primary 
reason for “price continuation” observed over the 3 month to 1 year horizon.

Studies of analysts’ earnings forecasts (e.g. Easterwood and Nutt, 1998) reveal 
that:

− Analysts interpret new earnings information optimistically, i.e. they 
underreact to bad news and overreact to good news.

− Thus they normally produce upwardly biased forecasts upon new earnings 
information.

− Then they systematically revise these forecasts downwards over the next 
12 months regardless of whether the earnings information at the outset 
was favorable or unfavorable.

These biases arise from the economic contingencies within which the analysts 
operate, such the use of favorable estimates to generate underwriting, investment 
banking and commission businesses.

However, stock prices appear to always underreact to short-term earnings 
information, whether favorable or unfavorable, thus providing profits to 
earnings momentum strategies.



Price Momentum

Following Chan, Jegadeesh and Lakonishok, Financial Analysts Journal, 55(6) 
1999, p. 80-89, the price momentum variable R6 is defined as the stock’s past 
compound return going back 6 months before portfolio formation.

This variable is found to have the greatest predictive power among the various 
momentum variables, in the sense that stocks ranked highest (resp. lowest) by the 
variable advanced (resp. declined) the most for up to 3 years following portfolio 
formation.

It is surmised that the market responds slowly to a broad set of information, 
including (but not limited to) earnings information and long term profitability, thus 
providing profits to price momentum strategies.



Earnings Momentum
Again following Chan, Jegadeesh and Lakonishok, Financial Analysts Journal, 55(6) 
1999, p. 80-89, the following two earnings momentum variables are defined:

− Standardized unexpected earnings (SUE)

where ei,q is the most recently announced quarterly earnings per share as of month t 
for stock i; ei,q-4 is the earnings per share 4 quarters ago; σi,t is the standard deviation 
of ei,q - ei,q-4 over the preceding 8 quarters.

− 6-month moving average of past changes in consensus earnings 
forecasts (REV6)

where fi,t is the consensus (mean) I/B/E/S estimate at month t of firm i’s earnings for 
the current fiscal year and pi,t is the stock price at month t.

The correlations between R6, SUE and REV6:
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Return as Function of Past Price and Earnings Momentum

The return differential between top and bottom decile portfolios ranked ex ante by 
the various momentum variables are found to be substantial:

Source: Chan, Jegadeesh and Lakonishok, Financial Analysts Journal, 55(6) 1999, p. 80-89.



Return as Function of Past Price and Earnings Momentum
Each momentum variable contributes predictive power at the margin (i.e. while 
holding the other variables fixed):

From above table, we see that:
− when prior returns were held fixed, stocks with high SUEs earned 4.3% more on average than 

those with low SUEs in the first 6 months; when SUE is held fixed, stocks with high prior 
returns earned 3.1% more on average than those with low prior returns (regroup the rankings 
to see this).

− Similarly, the marginal contribution of REV6 in the first 6 months was 3.8% compared with 
4.5% for past returns. 

For a time horizon of 6 months, SUE appears to have the most marginal predictive
power.

Source: Chan, Jegadeesh
and Lakonishok, Financial 
Analysts Journal, 55(6) 
1999, p. 80-89.



Momentum for Large-Cap Stocks

The same effect, albeit with slightly smaller return differentials between the various 
decile portfolios, occurs in larger-cap stocks as well:

The marginal predictive power of SUE is lower for large-cap stocks because 
additional sources of information are available that provide the outlook for these 
stocks.

Source: Chan, Jegadeesh and Lakonishok, Financial Analysts Journal, 55(6) 1999, p. 80-89.



Earnings Announcement Returns
Returns around earnings announcement periods tend to “continue the trend” forebore 
by the momentum variables:

The trend continues, i.e. the market continues to be surprised, even at two quarterly 
announcements following portfolio formation.

About 41% of the superior performance in first 6 months of the price momentum 
strategy occurred around the earnings announcement dates.

Source: Chan,
Jegadeesh and
Lakonishok, Financial 
Analysts Journal, 55(6) 
1999, p. 80-89.



Analysts’ Forecast Revisions

Referring to table on previous page, the analysts’ earnings forecast revisions were 
mostly negative regardless of the decile, indicating that their initial forecasts tend to 
be overly optimistic.

They tend to be more optimistic regarding negative price momentum and bad 
earnings surprises than positive price momentum and good earnings surprises.

This behavior is possibly explained by the fact that it is not in an analyst’s best 
interest to be the “first messenger” of bad news (a negative forecast) since he or 
she may antagonize corporate managers.

Analysts prefer to wait for additional evidence of poor earnings and then join a 
growing chorus of revisions.

Thus earnings forecasts are gradually revised downwards for all companies.



More on Analysts’ Behavior

Hong, Lim and Stein, Journal of Finance 55(1) 2000:265-295, hypothesized that 
firm-specific information, especially negative information, diffuses only gradually 
across the investing public.

While their thesis is academic, their empirical findings are very interesting; based on 
data from 1980 to 1996, they established the following:

– Firm size is the dominant factor that determines analyst coverage (number of 
analysts following a stock).

– The profitability of momentum strategies declines sharply with firm size.

– Given a fixed size, momentum strategies work better for stocks with low 
analyst coverage.

– The effect of analyst coverage is greater for stocks that are past losers than for 
past winners (losers with low analyst coverage has more momentum than 
those with high analyst coverage).



Factors Affecting Analyst Coverage
Even as late as 1996, only about 60% of the stocks on the NYSE, AMEX and 
NASDAQ has analyst coverage.

The coverage is poorest for the bottom quartile ranked by firm size with only 18% of 
the firms being followed by analysts; the coverage is almost complete for the top 
quartile.

Source: Hong, Lim 
and Stein, Journal of 
Finance 55(1) 
2000:265-295



Factors Affecting Analyst Coverage

Firm size (market cap), trading turnover, book/market value are some of the factors 
affecting the number of analysts following a stock, with firm size being by far the 
dominant factor.

Source: Hong, Lim 
and Stein, Journal of 
Finance 55(1) 
2000:265-295



Effect of Size on Momentum
With exception of the smallest cap stocks, momentum profits decline monotonically 
with firm size.

Smaller firms have slower information diffusion, less investor participation and 
thinner markets, all leading to greater momentum.

Bulk of the momentum effect appears to come from losers rather than winners.

Source: Hong, Lim 
and Stein, Journal of 
Finance 55(1) 
2000:265-295



Effect of Analyst Coverage on Momentum
Momentum is more pronounced in stocks with low residual analyst coverage (after 
adjusting for firm size).

As with size effects, the effect of coverage appears to be driven by the behavior of 
the loser stocks.

“Loser-analyst spread trade” is possible – long P1/SUB3 against short P1/SUB1 –
since their return differential is 0.7% per month and is highly statistically significant 
(t-statistic is 5.16); this trade is size-neutral and momentum-neutral!

Source: Hong, Lim 
and Stein, Journal of 
Finance 55(1) 
2000:265-295



Effect of Analyst Coverage on Momentum

The intuition behind the fact that the relative lack of analyst coverage affects stocks 
that are past losers more than stocks that are past winners is the following:

“Think of a firm which has no analyst coverage, but which is sitting on good 
news.  To the extent that its managers prefer higher to lower stock prices, they 
will push the news out the door themselves, via increased disclosures, etc.  On 
the other hand, if the same firm is sitting on bad news, its managers will have 
much less incentive to bring investors up to date quickly.  Thus the marginal 
contribution of outside analysts in getting the news out is likely to be greater 
when the news is bad.”

Thus the rule of thumb is that low-coverage stocks react more slowly to bad news 
than to good news.



Combining value and earnings momentum effects

Based on the foregoing, the factors that are useful in designing a medium-term 
statistical arbitrage strategy are:

– Price momentum

– Earnings and analysts’ earnings forecast revisions

– Value and growth factors

Because value and growth are long-term factors, they are used first to rank stocks 
into buy and sell candidates, with value stocks being the former and growth stocks 
being the latter.

The value stocks are then further ranked using the various price and earnings 
momentum variables such as R6, SUE and REV6.

The growth stocks are also further ranked using the same momentum variables.

Among value stocks, buy those with positive price and earnings momentum.

Among growth stocks, sell short those with negative price and earnings momentum.

It is also straightforward to design a strategy which has no factor loading to value or 
growth.


